
C++Builder and Whole Tomato Visual Assist: Questions and Answers  
 

Are there any plans for Linux support for C++Builder? 
Currently, Linux is not scheduled in our roadmap. (You can read the May 2019 roadmap and 

commentary for details on what we do have planned - some fantastic features.) This doesn't rule out 

adding it in future, and to help that happen please indicate your interest to the Embarcadero product 

team or your reseller, who can pass it on. 

It's worth mentioning C++Builder uses a Clang-enhanced compiler, which in the 10.3.x releases does 

or will support C++17 (10.3.0 C++17 for Win32; 10.3.2 C++17 for Win64.) It also has compilers for the 

iOS and Android platforms. This is a great compiler toolchain resulting in high-performance code and 

fast apps for you and your customers. In fact, Embarcadero were the first company to bring Clang to 

Windows, and have years of expertise in it. 

 Is there support for LiveBindings in C++Builder? 
Yes there is! LiveBindings is a data-binding feature supported by both the VCL (Windows-only) and 

FireMonkey (cross-platform) UI frameworks in RAD Studio. 

How does it work, to have native controls on multiple platforms? 
When you build an app, you want a genuine native user experience and look and feel on each 

platform. FireMonkey, our cross-platform UI framework, does two very neat things that allow you to 

build your UI and connect it to code once, but also get native behaviour. 

The first is that on Windows, iOS and Android, key controls like text entry can be either our own 

implementation, or the underlying platform's implementation. Changing this is as simple as toggling 

a property, ie about a second in the designer. At runtime, either our own control is created and 

placed onscreen, or an instance of the iOS, Android or Windows implementation of the control. 

FireMonkey also has the multi-device designer, which allows you to build a UI once but customise 

and tweak it per platform. For example, you might want the UI to look quite different between iOS 

and Android, and also between phone and tablet. Rather than building it separately for each 

platform, build it once and then change it per platform, eg showing or hiding controls, moving items 

around, applying styles -- and choosing if specific controls should use the underlying platform 

presentation.  

 You mentioned language extensions - can you go into more detail? 
C++ is a difficult language to connect to UI controls, with many solutions implemented over the 

years. Qt, for example, uses a preprocessor called moc. C++Builder takes a different approach, to add 

some extensions to C++ itself meant for this use case. One of these is property support (a field-like 

accessor backed by methods or fields), as well as events, plus extended runtime type information for 

runtime streaming and instantiation. All of these are used by the UI libraries and form designer. You 

don't have to use these in your code if you don't want to, but they're very useful. They're one of the 

things that make C++Builder stand out against other C++ tools when it comes to the concrete task of 

quickly and effectively building apps. 

  



Do you have any look and feel or styling support? 
Yes.  We support custom styles for both the VCL (Windows only), where real Windows controls can 

be fully styled, and FMX or FireMonkey, the cross-platform UI library. 

How fast is Visual Assist? 
Extremely fast. If you invoke code completion, for example, it just appears straight away. When a 

solution is loaded for the first time, Visual Assist parses all source files associated with your solution. 

The background parsing occurs while you edit; VA parsing messages appear in the status bar. 

Features of Visual Assist becomes available after the full parsing completes. 

Visual Assist supports very large projects, and has special support for the Unreal game engine. It is 

used on huge, even gigantic, codebases worldwide. 

How well do Visual Assist's refactorings work compared to the ones inbuilt in Visual 

Studio? 
Very well. Visual Assist offers twelve useful C++ refactorings, ranging from renaming to moving 

methods between header and implementation to converting between pointers and instances. Visual 

Assist's technology works very different to all other C++ refactoring technology out there, whether 

that's Visual C++ or Resharper: its parser is designed to work with non-compiling code, ie code that 

you are in the middle of working on. After all, most of the time you refactor or use any of Visual 

Assists's features, you're in the middle of something, and unlike other parsers with strict compiler-

like requirements which can't handle syntax errors, Visual Assist is built to work with code in a 

partially written state.  It can also handle refactoring through different macro branches, such as 

renaming in both release and debug #ifdef-ed code. 

In short, it's designed to work with real code, for real use cases not feature checkboxes, and it does 

so very well. Its features were designed by developers, for developers. 


